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Introduction 

My name is Oluwatobiloba Ruwase. I am a female student from Nigeria. I am currently 

enrolled in the Interdisciplinary Program at Texas Tech University and I am working on 

graduating December this year. My plan after graduation is get to get a one-year experience in 

the United States before going back home to Nigeria. 

In the subsequent pages, I shall try my best to give a brief historical account of my life 

experiences at the same time, connecting my background with where I am to today, especially as 

a student. 

It is my opinion that what we learn in school shapes our lives than the content ofclasses 

taken. However, since this is an academic exercise, I will also explain how I have developed as a 

student as well as give some insight into the learning processes in the 3 projects that I have 

included in this portfolio and the strength and weaknesses I perceive in the projects. 



Childhood Dreams and Life's realities 

In primary school, I had my dreams of going into the medical field because I had this 

philosophy, that life was more meaningful when one was in se~ others. By the time I was 

graduating from secondary school, I realized that I was not cut iffor the intricacies involved in 

being a medical student, specifically because ofmy discomfort with blood and human remains. I 

felt a bit disappointed because I thought I was not going to be able to help people anymore. 

I ended up pursuing a 4-year undergraduate degree in Psychology at the Covenant University, 

Nigeria. I enjoyed my degree, especially the elective classes I took in Sociology and Philosophy. 

In the Sociology class, I found class topics on social thinkers Niccolo Machiavelli, Karl Marx, 

and Ibn Khaldun as some of the most interesting. In Philosophy I enjoyed reading about Socrates 

and Aristotle. 

As my graduation from Covenant University drew near, I was so excited about graduating 

from University that I had not really thought of life after graduation. Besides, after graduation, I 

still had a year to enroll and complete a program created by the Nigeria Government known as 

the National Youth Service Program (NYSC). The National Youth Service Program (NYSC) 

program involved 3 weeks ofboot camp-like training after which all recent graduates will be 

assigned to work in an organization for a year. I was posted to work at Ecobank, Nigeria. 

At that time, there had been an increased interest in media related jobs in Nigeria especially 

amongst the youths in Lagos state where I resided. I too was interested in having a media related 

job and luckily I was able to secure ajob in at the Lagos State Television, a local government 

television station a year after I was through with my NYSC program. During this period, I had 

already started applying for my master's degree in Mass Communications (:merican 



Universities. It did not take long after I started working at the j.leVision station for me to realize 

that I had had an audiencl"perspective of the media, which was completely different from 

being involved in the media as an employee. In other words, I realized that working in the media 

was not as glamorous as it looked from the outside as an audience. 

Despite my realizations, I still continued to pursue my applications for a master's degree in 

Mass Communications ~se I had'narrowed down my search on United States graduate • 
programs I was interested in studying and had literally gone through the list of all U.S graduate 

programs available in the social sciences and humanities. There were other programs of interest 

to me, but it was impossible to do all the programs at once, or so I thought, so I decided to settle 

for Mass Communications. Between the time ofmy National Youth Service just before I got the 

job at the Lagos State Television, I took the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) several times 

but my scores were too low to get into some of the Ivy League schools that I was interested in. I 

eventually was admitted into Texas Tech University and Point Park University, Pittsburgh 

Pennsylvania. I decided to accept my admission at Texas Tech University. 

I had first heard of Texas Tech University from a friend and during my tedious search through 

universities listed in the New York Times World Almanac. I had gone through the websites of 

almost all the American ;!niversities listed in the Almanac to find out more about their graduate 

programs and school life. Texas Tech University initially seemed one of the most promising to 

me because of its Interdisciplinary Studies program. However, there was not much information 

on the Interdisciplinary Studies program on the program's website, so I decided to ~ettle for 

the Mass Communications program, which had a more detailed website. 



My American Experience 

Coming to America, as an International Student was a new and different experience. It was 

completely different from my visit as a tourist with family. I had never visited Texas and now I 

was doing so all by myself. Fitting into the America society was a different ball game. I had 

more culture shock as ary1'nternational student than I ever did as a tourist. 

I stayed on campus in my first semester at Texas Tech University and being very reserved 

was not very helpful in me coping with the culture shoc/espeCiallYin the classroom 

environment. I hardly ever asked for help because to me it showed sign of weakness. Of course 

being quiet in class was not one of the best decisions I made. Within my first semester in Mass 

Communications, I had not passed any ofmy three classes~ the beginning ofmy second 

J 
semester in Spring 2017 I was on probation by fall 2011, I was on academic abeyance and was 

told to leave the Mass Communications department a few days before school resumed for the fall 

semester. ~ 

Family and good friends ~ what got me through and with the assistance of the dean of the 

Graduate Schoo1Dr. Ralph Ferguson, who gave me a second chance.1 was able to enroll in 

another program. Coincidentally, the only program available at such short time before classes 

resumed was the Interdisciplinary Studies program. If I believed in destiny, I would just have 

said it was my destiny to be in the Interdisciplinary Studies program in the first place. However, 

I just believed I had another opportunity to redeem myself and it was just a big coincidence that 

it was Interdisciplinary Studies, the same program I had considered applying to earlier on in my 

graduate school university search. For me being able to write this reflection paper a year later 

gives an insight into how much things have turned out for me from that time until now. 



However at that time, despite the fact that things seemed to be crumbling around me, I was 

very excited about being in the Interdisciplinary Studies program because to a large extent, I had 

the liberty to self-design my degree plan. I was highly optimistic at this prospect and for the fall 

2010 semester, in accordance to the advice given by Dr. Ferguson, I signed up for just one 

graduate class and two undergraduate classes. This was a strategic plan because first ofall, as an 

,internatiOnalftudent, I needed to be enrolled in at least 9 credit hours as part of the lenns for my 

enrollment. Secondly, since I had up until that time not managed to secure a B grade let alone an 

A in my classes, it was in my best interest to get at least a B in all my classes, including my 

undergraduate classes. Otherwise, I will have to be expelled from Texas Tech for low academic 

grades. One of the first things I also did with Dr. Ferguson was to have a tentative degree plan 

."
with 12 courses from at least two collegesa!em at least 3 departments to fulfill my 36 credit-

hours requirement necessary to graduate. 

Since I majored in Psychology as an undergraduate, it was seemed wise for me to take my 

two undergraduate classes in Psychology. Being an Interdisciplinary ~dent has its advantages 

one being more obvious that there is less rigid structure in planning one's degree. My first 

graduate class in the Interdisciplinary program was from the Persona) Financial Planning 

department in the Human Sciences College. The class I registered for was titled Charitable 

Planning. I was so excited about the class description for the charitable planning. Also, I had 

obtained the Undergraduate and Graduate Catalog 2011/2012 edition and went through the 

graduate academic programs in the College of Arts and Sciences, Rawls College ofBusiness, 

College ofEducation, and College of Human Sciences. I could never take any class in the Mass 

Communications College any more as the dean ofprogram had earlier informed me even if I 

applied to Texas Tech University later in future. 



My next semester was in spring 2012. I was more confident in myself when I was able to 

make As in my three classes in the previous semester. I had one class out of the way and 11 more 

to go. I started to plan for my tentative graduation. It took a lot to believe in myself after my 

previous academic history but that did not deter me from pursuing my dreams. I had planned to 

graduate in December 2012. I told myself that for me to do that I would have to take four classes 

in the spring semester, three in both summer semesters, and the last four in the fall of 2012. It 

really did seem like a tall order for me at that time, but that was my goal, which was the easy 

part, the hard part was working t~le that goal. I did not tell my family about my plan because 

I felt they would think I was biti~e than I could chew especially with my previous 

academic history. But when I did tell them by the end ofspring 2012 semester, they were very 

supportive ofme. 

In the spring semester, I registered for one class from the College of Education, two from the 

College ofArts and Sciences and the last one from the College of Human Sciences. The class 

from the College of Education was from the Educational Instructional Technology department. It 

was titled Planning and Producing Instructional Materials. Thii? was of interest to me based 

on the information I got from the class' catalog description and syllabus. I was interested in 

leaming the basics ofvideo editing, shooting a video, using a camera etc. Even though the class 

was a bit challenging, the only thing I could see was how useful this program will be if I had to 

create instructiOJ~t~!deo for a non-profit program in future. Meanwhile, I was also taking a class 

in .. History an~omen's Studies department. The History class was on History of American 

Sexuality and the Women's Studies class on the Foundations ofWomen's Studies. In both the 

History and Women's Studies classes, I had leamed about society's oppression of certain groups 



and how to be more critical of women's place in the social environment. In the Human 

Development and Family Studies department, I took a class in Psychosocial Development. 

At this point in my academic life, things were starting to take shape and make more sense. I 

had to balance my time and I was able to made two As and two Bs by the end of the spring 

semester. As much as I would have wanted all As, this was a means to an end. I felt that it will 

definitely have been easier if I had taken three graduate classes but my goal was to graduate by 

December. In the summer I had a great opportunity to go home to Nigeria for two weeks break 

before the summer semester commenced. I had so much fun at home. I came back for the 

summer one semester, refreshed, happy, and ready to continue working on my goal. By summer 

one, I enrolled for two classes. Two classes in one month! Could I do it? I said to myself but I 

tried to calm myselfby telling myself that if I could take four classes in over three months in the 

spring and I could make two As and two Bs, I could take two classes in one month and make at 

least an A and a B, which I did. In summer one, I took another class in the Education college and 

the other in Arts and Sciences. The Education class was from the same department as the spring 

semester, and this class was on Small Computers; and I was able to learn how to use Microsoft 

office and some web 2.0 applications. I found this class useful, because among other things, it 

taught me how to effectively search the web for information resources. The other class was from 

the Communications Studies department. The class was titled the Dark Side of Interpersonal 

Communication. This class I will say I took for credit hours because there was no other class of 

interest to me during the summer one. In summer two I took a class in Human Development and 

Family Studies known as Program Development. I had mentioned to a friend about my interest in 

the helping profession and she had advised that the class would be a good academic exercise 

towards equipping me for my future career goal. 



By the end of summer one semester, I had narrowed down my three areas of study to the 

Educational Instructional Technology, Human Development and Family Studies, and Women's 

Studies departments. I had to take at least six credit hours in each of the departments. I also 

discovered while reading through the Women's Studies website that I may be entitled to getting 

a Women's Studies certificate if I pursued it because I needed to take at least 15 credit hours 

from Women's Studies to get that. By the end of the summer semester, I had taken six credit 

hours and by the end of the fall semester I will have taken nine more to make my 15 credit hours. 

Hopefully, by the end of my program, I will have a Master's degree diploma in Interdisciplinary 

Studies and a Women's Studies Certificate too. ,- vol~~ ..1- : 
~tation ofthe program is that as a studen~ I!r practically on tIteif own because 1""'

...ere"'not in a single department where you could meet with other Interdisciplinary Studies students 

and professors. However, I was reading and rereading the Interdisciplinary Studies brochure to 

make sure I was on the right track as well as sourcing information from the Graduate School, 

since they were in charge of the program. Also, at this time, I was trying to get my committee for 

my non-thesis option (everything seems to be happening simultaneously and so fast). I had 

chosen the non-thesis track and had to choose either to write a four hours comprehensive exam 

or the portfolio option. While I kept both options opened as a precaution, my preference was the 

portfolio option, which will involve me submitting 3 research papers or projects from my 3 

areas, and a reflection paper (which I am writing now). In some ways, I tried to be one step 

ahead in the planning of every process involved in class work and especially with getting my 

non-thesis papers ready. Nowadays I try to get my work done on time. I never want to be found 

wanting just as much as I enjoy the pleasure of having work done on schedule (at my own time) 

and resting with the remaining time, a skill I lacked in my first year at Texas Tech University. I 



once heard a graduate student say that graduate school breaks you and then builds you up, I 

completely agree with that statement but in my opinion, there is a caveat to that, which is: with 

your permission, one has to be actively involved in the breaking down and building up process. 

With the broad and somewhat general background I have given in the previous pages, in the 

concluding papers, I shall now focus on my projects that will be part of my portfolio, life after 

graduation and career goals. 



My development as a scholar 

I have developed as a scholar in tenns of cultivating a reading culture, one that was 

compulsory for all the classes I took. I know this will make my Mother proud because as a child 

I remember she used~ buy books and encourage me to read them but I found it difficult to sit 

down and read a book. In retrospect, I think reading books involves a sort of commitment, an 

intimate one, one which I was not ready for that time. ~ part of the reason was because 
~ 

most of the books I had then were fiction. My dream is to continue reading books (non-fiction) 

from variety of authors around the world. 

However, most ofwhat I have learn) as I may have mentioned earli,is from my life as a"\\ 

student than from the class content. Though the practi cal nature of some of the classes I have / l 
would be very influential in my career life. My classes have encouraged me to develop skills ,

• 
such as critical thinking, perspective taking, evaluation, and planning, to mention a few. 

The first ofmy three projects to be completed was from my Women's Studies class, followed 

by the Human Development and Family Studies class, and finally the Educational Instructional 

Technology class. I took the Foundation of Women's Study class in the spring semester of2012. 

Because I had cultivated the habit ofgetting my syllabus a semester before classes began, I was 

able to see that for the Foundation's class, one of the requirements was to have a Feminist project 

done in the course of the semester. Students had the option of making an art, research, or an 

interview project. I chose the interview option. I was.~'\riOus because I did not know any 

feminists and the thought of carrying out an intervie~omplete stranger was a bit daunting. 

But I guess that is over and done with now. Learning has occurred and I have developed more 

confidence. In more concrete tenns, I was able to learn from the oral account ofPam Brink about 



second wave of feminism, the civil rights march at Montgomery and America in the 1960s. I also 

learnt about the divisions that existed amongst feminist, for example how being a lesbian or 

heterosexual woman influenced their feminist thought and activism. 

For the Educational Instructional Technology project, I had about two weeks to watch a short 

advertisement clip and learn how to prepare a storyboard for it. I then had to read on the basics of 

video directing and then write an Educational Instructional video script, which I was to direct, 

produce and then edit. For this project, we were given just over 2 weeks. It was stressful but a 

very good learning experience learning the basic of storyboard writing, directing, producing, and 

editing and of course video recording. My topic of interest had to do with informal education of 

women. My target audience for which I was producing the Educational Instructional video for 

was from my new interest in women's issues, which I had now develop~~tg my 

Women's studies class. Being an African, I was interested in th'¢women from my 

country. So for the project I was everything but the actor and instructor. I had to look for 

someone who will act out a role that involved teaching a useful skill. My friend agreed to take up 

the role of the instructor. The Instructional Video was based on an educational model called the 

ASSURE model, a model used by educators when developing technology-based lesson plans. I 

also had to write a 10-page research paper on designing effective instruction using the ASSURE 

model. 

My Human Development and Family Studies project was completed by the end of summer 

semester this year. It was part ofan assignment for the Program Development class I was taking. 

I was to develop a Program Proposal and a Grant Proposal. My program of interest was for non

profit organization focused on Nigerian women. I had to develop needs assessment, back my 

program with research-based evidence, look up community resources that will be useful in 



assisting the program as well as developing a tentative budget and excel worksheet. I also had to 

search for foundations that may likely fund my area of interest. The Ford Foundation seemed like 

a good candidate so I was able to develop a mini-grant proposal that included the goals and 

vision ofmy proposed program. I did not submit the grant proposal because it was a class 

exercise. My future goal is to someday set up an organization that fosters skill development in 

Nigeria women that could lead to encourage economic empowerment. 

Strength and weaknesses of the three projects 

The strength of the Women's Studies project was in my opinion, in the process ofcarrying 

out the project than the project content itself. This is because I tried to be creative with my 

interview based on what I had learnt from my Educational Instructional Technology class. I 

decided to conduct a voice-recorded interview with Pam Brink. transcribe, and edit it. The 

weakness of the project is that if I could so the project all over again, I would organize the 10:' 

page written report more clearly. 

For the Educational Instructional Technology project, the script writing, directing, producing, 

and editing processes were the strengths of this project because they were labor intensive. I am 

also proud that I was able to create a low budget video for nonprofit efforts. The limitation of the 

project is that the instruction been taught in the video is very elementary and may serve as an 

instructional video for children rather than women, which is my target population. 

Finally. the strength of the, Human Development and Family Studies class project lies in its 

future potentials especially in the project being able to point me to my future career interests. I 

also was able to think ofan area of interest, which I am pursuing, for my Independent Studies 

class this semester. I am proud to say I have developed a written foundation proposal for a 

.--------------- -~~..-------...........--.--.. 




program and a grant proposal. I am also taking my ideas for the program development class to 

develop a proposal grant for a friend's non-profit program as part ofmy Independent study class. 

The limitation of the project was that I should have carried out a more thorough job in searching 

for more relevant evidence-based relevant theories that could support my program. 

For the Women's Studies project the methodology we were required to use was flexible and 

dependent on what type ofproject a student choose. I used my personal self-reflection as well as 

the Oral History of the interviewee to develop my paper. The Educational Instructional 

Technology project was not based on any methodology but on a model called the ASSURE 

model, which I used to develop my video. Finally, the Human Development and Family Studies 

project followed a Program Development framework, which included an eight-step process. 

Inquiries into concerns of national or international scholarship 

This is a very interesting aspect for me to write about in my reflection paper because even 

though I am not a researcher in the strictest sense, I believe I will involve elements ofresearch in 

to my work at both the national and intemationallevel. I intend to take a more pragmatic 

approach to my future career goals. 

How my projects help me prepare for my professional goals 

Generally, the projects have helped me think in terms ofmy future career goals. I ask myself 

what professional organizations I may want to join? What accreditations may be useful for my 

career progress etc.? And as my Interdisciplinary program at graduate school gradually comes to 

an end, I search for jobs based on my areas of study. I think more of getting into a profession that 

focuses on non-profit, grant writing, program development and evaluation. I also think ofhow I 



can develop my self in future through taking certificate courses. The Women's Studies certificate 

I hope to receive by the end ofmy last semester at Texas Tech University is in my opinion a step 

in the right direction. 

My immediate plan within the next two months is to graduate from school. With in my first 

year of graduation I want to get some practical job experience in a non-profit organization in the 

United States as part ofmy Optional Practical Training (OPT) one-year program. At the moment 

I am applying for jobs both in United States and in Nigeria. When I finally head back home to 

Nigeria, I willlike to work in an organization that focuses on developing the lives ofpeople as 

well as an organization that is considerate to my self-development too. 



Conclusion 

In conclusion, I will like to end my reflection paper by stating the most important lessons I 

have learnt in my two years experience in graduate school. I have learnt to believe in myself 

more now than ever. And my new approach to life has yielded amazing results that make me live 

a meaningful life each day. Though I have my dreams for the future, I enjoy the gaps between 

my present achievement and future dreams and savor dreams of the past already achieved. 

Another lesson I have learnt is that people and the relationships we form with them are 

important. They can help or harm us. But learning to make the right interacts with people is a 

great wealth of its own. 
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Preface

From the several options of feminism project available, I chose to conduct an oral history

interview because it seems to be the most convenient for me at the time. I have been mentally

thinking of this project since the Christmas break and I even started to learn how to use a video

camera because I initially assumed an interview had to be in video format. To keep the interview

process as simple as possible, I ended up making an audio recording.

This paper contains my written essay from the interview transcript of feminist Pam Brink. My

goal for the interview was to trace her social and political activities as well as discuss her views

on certain feminist issues. The last page of this paper has the sample questions that helped guide

this interview. During my presentation in class, I intend to play parts of the interview that stood

out for me particul*ri*. interviewee's opinion on some topics we have discussed in class.

At this point, I will like to give my gratitude to Dr. Charlotte Dunharqthe instructor of this
)

feminism classft for giving me this project to do. Only a few classes outside the Mass

Communications College *rtt 
r?f:rlFgt 

the rare opportunity to carry out an interview, letr

dr-ttrth 
a feminist. Secondlr, ?o;-uk,n-g the search process easy by recommending a fminist

I



Hook

/
My interviewee was with local Lubbock y'eminist Pam Brink. I met her at her 2301 Broadway

office on 2l't of March z1l2Some rrr"/.urn, facts about Pam Brink's life, opinions and

activities include:

o As a undergrad, she was part of the 1963 Selma to Montgomery march

o She taught Women Studies as an experimental program in1972 at the University of

Washington when there was little scholarship on feminism available unlike today
)

. She was an editor for the National Organization for Women (NOW) monthly Newsletter,

Lubbock chapter between 1975 to 1981

o She is strongly against women staying at home and not making money for themselvesT

o She discourages women from wearing high heels because in her own words, it is 'bad

symbolism'. 
I

o She works with the Women's protective services in Lubbock

o Her dream if she were much younger would have been to set up a micro credit industry

for women in developing countries (She got this inspiration from a friend's daughter).

/
And some Quotes that stood out for me during the interview:

I
o On activism: 'My family always believes politics is an absolutely vital responsibility of

any responsible citizen'.

r On women against feminism: 'Women in the United States today are living on the luxury

of battles by feminists'

o On sexism: 'Attitudes are attitudes and women should be cool and call for change'



Introduction

pam was born in the mid-l940s in South Central Kansas. She is the oldest of six children. Her

family was involved irlfimocratic politics; a

wlnerable groups. As a child, Pam would

the only one of all her siblings that was interested in politics at the time, though now she also has

a sister actively involved in feminism. In the early 1960s, Ms. Brink took part in her first

I
activism 46fl1in the civil rights movement march from Selma to Montgomery' Alabama' The

positive outcome of the civil rights march informs her view that organized politics can help

protect people's lives and change injustice. Pam explains that she was raised into a family that

was all out for involvement in community. And in class she always liked to talk about civil rights

issues with such passion that her classmatespspeciallV the males,found her very entertaining'

Today, she holds an office as the Lubbock County DemocrTtic Chair and owns a publishing

company here in Lubbock, which .n. r,;;,,tl,.,",.q?,{'

Main life position

pam Brink views her relationship with femini$s crucial to her life. And in her own view, she

,;y1yow any woman who is not a feministpven if thev do "otffiWism to

iffiythemselves. Ms. Brink gives a list of pro women goals that sfi65elrffi 'a11' women would

want: the right to vote, right to be gainfully employed, right to get an educatio",ffinffrr-4

checkingaccountan4abusiness,tomentionafew.Shepointsoutthil$!WigIt,fith.{

a result of efforts from femini{2f the past and present.



Personal experiences

When I asked her if she had ever faced gender discrimination, interestingly, Ms. Brink mentions

how naiVe she was as a young adult to sexism when it related to her own life. She gave two

instances in school and the other during a job search. During her undergraduate yea"rs as a

she still took her professor's cue and left the Philosophy department to read English Literature

for a vacant managerial

ffi"*,sdffitir{vestinwomenintoppositionsbutthatsheisoverqua1ifiedforthe

secretarial position women. He also advised her that since she was a married woman she should

just go home and have a baby. Another similar example to Pam was her friend's personal

experience, which she recounted during the interview. When Pam's friend asked for a pay raise,

she was told she did not need it because she was married. It was such experiences that helped

shape Brink's awareness of the obstacles facing women in work place that made her became a

self-conscious feminist even before starting her own business.

,J,J\

Philosophy major she remembers being intemrpted when sheTanted to air her views at a

conference made up of majority men. Also, her Philosophyy'rof.r.o, had once praised an essay 
I\^(

she had written, and when she asked higwhy he was so surprised, he said her essay was very S" 
'



s

Being a Feminist vs. being Judgmental

r
I

I ask the dnui, if she had had other criticisms from feminist. She mentioned that during the civil
I

rights march of the 1960s, lesbian feminists criticizedthe radical feminist (Pam being one of

them) for being married to men because melaccording to the Lesbian?* are hideous. I then

called pam's attention to a comment she had made early on in the interview about a Mormon

/
laCy who chose to be a stay-at-home/vlother. Her argument was that awoman becomes more

vulnerable when she does not make her own money because according to her, in the America

society, people are valued based on how much they make (which is also true in Nigeria). I asked

her what if a woman works from home to take care of her children is that okay by her standards

but she still said no. I also noticed that at several times during the interview she t<eptnaUig/(
-/

comments against women wearing high heels as being a'symbol of incapacitation'. She pointed

out that another feminist friend thought she, Pam was being too judgmental and that Ms. Brink

should see feminism as being about women being free to do what they want. While I agree with

pam's argument that women need to be economically independent, I see nothing wrong with

being a stay-at-home Mum or Dad during the formative years of one's child's life. Now as I

write this, I am hoping that feminism would not in future replacefreedom for irresponsibility

when women start to view child rearing as an impediment to freedom rather than in terms of

times needed to build quality relationship with the child or children. As women search for

independence they need not let the children bear the brunt of their quest for gender equality.



Personal views

While we may have dealt with some of the interview questions I drafted to ask the interviewee in

the preceding pages of this paper, below are a few more questions I asked and her responses.

Ouestion 5 - On whether men can be 'better' feminist

She mentions that she is glad to know some meq are also involved in the women's movement

/
with a quote from Leonard Woolf saying that feminism 

isn't something for women only but that

all reasonable people are feminist. Still she stands on her ground that men cannot be better than

women in fighting for the rights of women with an argument that if there were more women in

Senate and House or representatives, there would not be the current attack on Planned

Parenthood Federation of America (PPFA).

Question 6 - On the Multiracial feminism

She simply quotes Sojourner Truth famous statement made at the Seneca Falls Convention in

1848 - o'Ain't I a woman". With an argument that neglect of women in minority groups in the

United States, is more an issue of social class than ,u.qpr, that unfortunately in the American

society, more non-Anglo than Anglo women find themselves in a lower social economic class.

With regards to how conducive the worlS place is for women in Lubbock (Question 7), Brink is

/
of the opinion that Lubbock, being arfirontier place is much more generous with women than

very settled places and that from her own observation in Texas women are treated ," urn$'on"

basis. Question 8 deals with ml observation of the American news me\ and its negative

luing them \nt., issues. on

\

6
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a.)

this issue, Pam points out that the media has also ridiculed men such as Al Gore but that

generally women tend to suffer such criticisms more. She also admits that on this issue, she felt

own opinion was all about lmks and lacked intellectual substance when compared to.Cli

x(fr*
a,'/ u,/
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Conclusion

My perception of the interviewee

It was interesting how many times Pam Brink pointed out that she was mouthy during the

interview. From the Women's Studies class and from observing some of my fellow classmates, I

have come torcalizethere is a stereotype that exists about feminist being very loud. However, I

still think there is the possibility of women striving in the feminist direction may try to adopt

such stereotypes as their own as they try to define themselves as a feminist. Regardless,I did not

see pam as talkative because she a feminist because I personally do not believe being mouthy is

a defining characteristic of a feminist.

B



My general opinion of feminism

To be honest, before signing up for the Women's Studies class this semester, I had heard the

word feminism and of course had an idea of the meaning but I was unconsciously indifferent to

the meaning the word feminism carried. Not that I was against feminism, I believe I was one of

those people like pam Brink had mentioned living in the luxury of battles fought... Unlike me

/
however, rny ry6th"r is always pro feminism even though sometimes her argument would just be

/
based on being a woman and nothing else. During the course of this semester, I have a better

understanding of what informs my mother's views about women in relation to the society. May I

point out that my Mum's not involved in any feminist activities and neiler does she label herself

a feminist but in her arguments reveals her true nature. As a child, hery'ather who was educated,/

felt it was not important for women to get any education beyond primary school buther{other,

uneducated but refine{had to go around looking for funds to support her daughtJrt""***n*
l

education. I on the other handlrave a father who believes education is the best legacy a parent------r 
I

can leave for their child. I never had to struggle on a basis of my gender so it's easy to blind to

the underlying reasons for my Mum's and other feminist passion.

Though I realize this paper is not about me, I find this as a suitable chance to also air my views

as woman on the issue of feminism. I had mentioned in the preface to this paper that I had been

n
thinking about the approach to take in carrying out this projecq&incidentally, a friend I was

spending the Christmas holidays with wanted me to watch the award-winning anti-Abortion

documentary 180. After seeing the video, I was able to observe that the major argument and



strategies the producers of the pro$am used against abortion was comparing abortion of a

pregnancy to the Nazi's killing the Jews during the Holocaust and they also mentioned that

several millions of babies since the 1980 have been killed through abortion. While I have never

had to concern myself with abortion before I found myself in the middle of the argument with

my friends who had conflicting views about abortion after watching the documentary because I

cannot say I am for or against abortion. However, what I do know is life means a lot to me just as

loss of life hurts me whether it's an infant or azygote, embryo or fetus' But of course a

completely genuine argument for abortion ,"t@r"rif a pregnancy is threatening to a mother,

the life of the mother is also equally important, if not more than that of the unborn child.

Now while it is easy for me to write about abortion without little or no visual representation of

the process involved in aborting a pregnancy, several years ago, I watched an anti-abortion

presentation and was for the first time aware of the gruesome techniques involved in exnelline\,

the 'creature'. I had forgotten about this presentation until watching The Triangle Shirfwqis, 
H

documentary that brought back the abortion presentation in to my consciousness again. Based on

the reaction of my fellow feminist classmates on the Triangle Shirtwaist,I could not help

thinking and trying to visualize if we were to watch a documentary on the process involved in

abortion instead. Also, in the Shirtwaisl documentary, it was mentioned that the company owners

had felt (before the fire incidence) they had worked very hard to make the business a success and

deserve to run their industry in a way suitable for them. I couldn't help but see parallels between

the company owners' argument and women who feel it's their body if they choose to abort or not

(What if embryos could protest too?). The similarity to me between the Shirtwaist Company and

10



women who carelessly put themselves in the abortion situation is a simple word I had mentioned

earlier in the paper, which is irresponsibility.

My question then is where do we draw the line between women being irresponsible on how they

treat themselves particularly their bodies and its consequences (unwanted pregnancy in this case)

and the feminism call for freedom to do whatever we want with our bodies?

\
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APPENDIX - Interview questions

l. Have there been other feminists in your family?

2. How has the history of women in the United States influenced your work?

3. In your opinion, what is the future of feminism in Lubbock?

4. Have you had criticism from other Feminists? (If yes, how have you handled such

criticisms?)

5. In the Patriarchal world we live in today, do you think male feminists stand a better

chance of fighting for women's cause?

6. What does multiracial feminism mean to you?

7. How conducive is the workplace environment here in Lubbock, with respect to women's

salaries when compared to their male counterparts?

8. As a woman in Politics, do you think the American media criticizes female politician's

physical attribute than their male counterparts?

g. Do you have any goals for feminism outside the United States?

L2
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The target population in found in the Western part of Nigeria in the Ode Aye village

(Okitipupa Local Government).

l. Semi-structured interview will be the most appropriate method to identiff the

taigeEpopula6sn, b*firstwc wilt have R ttecsome pi<ifile inftlrmation frtim the

Okitipupa local government office on the data of its female citizens, in this case

women and their children.

z. The Interview will contain sample questions such as those listed below;

What is your name?

Whatis your gender?

Whatis your ethnicitY?

.1tr.(ut'l'x$ii,: Ht' :""'sd : a.,!:, 
*T 

i 
P5# ,d.^q

*'r€\
C^l

ff*'
6, *\

If you arlsingle, have you ever been married? 
52

r Do you have children?

I If Yes, how many children do you have and what are their ages?

r what types of education have you achieved? (Education could also

include non-western education) 
6)

o What languages do you speak? whe n ,.V

o Do you think there is a need ror iffiryUA -

o Have you ever attended a skill developme.r. rtor'"-*l' o' *o #rr*d#yy{-
desc o'.g\1";'

r If yes, in whar practical ways has it impacted you today? 
' ,Sir=+W
i^r'\

o What practical ways has attending a skill development program'm1:'ff-.ff,oX,?

anyone you lnow? Yf 4 Otf
}fsoCo- 

t^r'
tL"':^ Yo\
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but we will put it to the leaders that our goal is to teach

*rrki@?.^n,'1i, 1'r

fl*1ffi"X-ffiIr#': ffiooa. rhe need in this case will be that standard orliving is

+rt , 7.*'o low and people have to think of ways to empower tlemselves. We will also give

;\A";r '

t*'\el instances through videos, of similar programs around the world that, started

."f k^*
, 
' E t* from humble beginnings and used their skills to earn a living.

{0,-,^"tvY\-{
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If you have attended a skill development program *n"@,. 
1,}t|--frffil^&,

on you?

What risks has attending a skill development program had on anyone you '

krrow?

As a community member, potential participant, and or'stakeholder' for

this proposed program, what advice do you have for us to help make the

program feasible?

Are there important people in the community we need to talk to help

make the program feasible?

3.

o What skills do you have thatyou can teach other community members in

this proposed skill development program?

The ideatified stakeholders will be Village elders. ManyAfrican societies need

the blessing or approval of their village elders for things to happen. Also, in

many of these societies, the village elders are men. So, our team would also be

made up of men who will deliberate with the elders.

It is important to first establish with the elders of the Ode Aye community that

t}1e program has no political agenda. Secondly, we need to explain to the elders,

our goal in diplomatic terms. The goal of the program is to empower women for

4.
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5.

6.

We will focus on the western part of Nigeria because the program developers are

from that area. The local data wiff feffit#"* ttre ode Aye local government

office.

The demographics of our target population will be -

i. Females

ii. Yoruba (ethnic grouP)

iii. Married and Singles (including separated, divorced, or widowed women)

iv. Low Socio-economic class

v. Christian, Muslim, and others (emphasis will notbe placed on religion)

vi. Some high school or other non-western education (emphasis will notbe

placed on education)

W
'J 

y"
a^A - q'
l(&c'' r
iqf'vll.

viii.

ix.

x.

Unemployed, Self-employed, fortlose employed who cannotbreak even

Uninsured

Pidgin English and Yoruba

Living in poor conditions [our goal is create an effective program that

works and has the potential of creating wealth)

The perceived problem in terms of unmet needs is that community

members are still living in abject poverty and agriculture is not

encouraged by the government

The perceived @trength is there is fertile land in the

community which serve as an untapped wealth source

7,
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8.

There are a few otler organizations with an intent to address poverty

These organizations include both non governmentalas well as local

government efforts

iii. The providers are not necessarily result-oriented in terms of their

participants which, *rrrfHrrry of them unaccountable

iv. I will not say the 'market' or in this state local is saturated with providers

v. The programs usually focus on eradicating poverfyrbut in terms of

creating critical, creative and independent thinking in the participants,

not much as been done by these providers

vi. Yes, need new providers will be welcomed into the Ode Aye community

as long as they have no political agenda and they meet with the elders

vii. Competitors do not necessarily address the problems because they do not

learn from the mistakes of other programs

viii. Services are paid for through donations

9. Yes. There is a need for the skill development program

10. yes. The program is feasible because no skill is ever wasted as long as the

participants remain interested

11. There are no major costs associated with the program; we intend to develop the

program as a community effortwhere all the participants will be involved and

responsible for the outcome.

L2' 

i. There are no financial risks anticipated '- Th.1 . \"PlKt4-.,
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13. The benefits of the program forthe pardcipants include Economic

Independence, Socialization, and creative and critical thinking

14. No. Benefits outweigh anyminimal costs

15. The assets in the communiqy are tle people and their landg as well as their

unique material culture
,_
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Introduction

We focused on vocational skills as the primary skills development for our proposed program in

the Needs Assessment draft. However, since Agriculture is the major livelihood for Nigerians in

the rural area, we would also like to develop a program that would incorporate agriculture too.

A brief background of the relationship between agriculture and the Nigerian Economy is that

agriculture was at some point in the history of Nigeria a major source of growth for the GDP,

now however crude oil has taken over as the major export product. Rural farmers have therefore

become somewhat redundant compared to their ancestors.

It is therefore our goal to develop a program that use economical resources that can also help

enhance local farming in addition to vocational skill training in Nigeria, starting with women in

the Ode Aye community in Ondo State, Nigeria.

1. Conference Proceedings (Best Practice)

Proceedings of the 25th Farm Management Association of Nigeria (FAMAN) Conference

Topic - Urban Agriculture: A Sustainable toll for poverty reduction in Abakaliki Urban of

Ebonyi State (p.l 16-123)

The study encourages use of micro credit schernes and subsidized rates for farmers among

other things in promoting agriculture. This is a best practice because we aware of the successes

micro credit schemes been in similar places, for example India.

http:/,'imaqes.kolawoleadebayo.multiply.pultiplycontent.comlattachmentl0/TmSpXAooCyYAA
\JJ-,L-

Ol-.."'FAMAN%2025th%20Proceedings%20AKURE;'2r20201 l.pdt?kev:f'amanniseria:journal: i I
&nmid:485775186



2. Conference Proceedings (Best Practice)

Proceedings of the 25th Farm Management Association of Nigeria (FAMAN) Conference

Topic - Microfinance Services and Economic Empowerment of Rural Women in Abia State,

Nigeria (p.89-94)

In relation to the first source, the present study focuses on Micro finance services in particular.

It shows how these financial service were according to the author, of more benefit to women

than men and more importantly, the researchers encourage the use of micro finance to improve

women'S economic empowelment through improving their economic base.

Ct1/FAMAN%2025th%20Proceedinss%20AKURE%20201 i.pdflkeEt-amannigeria:journal: I I
&nmid:485775186

3. Government Publications (Research based)

Minister of State for Finance, Nigeria - Nenadi E. Usman

Topic - Integration of gender perspectives in macroeconomics

Focus on the Nigerian Gender policy issue in particular ernpowering women in Nigeria through

interventions such as Bee-keeping, Micro credit Schernes and Universal Basic Education

Schemes, to mention a few. The Minister also discusses the challenges facing implementation

and sustainability of such programs, some of them including lack of basic amenities. Finally, he

ends his discussion with the need for transparency and accountability as some of the keys to

achieving some of the govemment's goals.

http:ihvwr.v.un.ordwomenwatch,dadReviewldocuments/panel-Vllnigeriano420minister.pdf

4. Best Practice literature websites

G3-Z-



The Saemaul Undong approach is a program that started in Korea in the 1970s. It involved

several steps over several decadeTwhich had a recurring theme for rural gmmunities in Korea to

(
became responsible for themselves through working as a uni$l human :1ryctlure. This program

has helped Korea people achieve economic development, social development and very Oc2 krt'd
- t0c" \pY 'importantly (in my opinion) attitudinal change. '

It is our goal in our proposed program to inspire the Ode Aye rural community by using some

of the defining features of this approach to fit the realities of the Ode Aye community and

people.

http :t/wrvw. saemaul.or.kr/english/achievements. asp

5. Scholarlvliterature

International Journal of Educational Development

Topic - Skills for work?: From skills development to decent livelihoods in Ghana's rural

informal economy (Robert Palmer, 2007).

According to the author, skill development does not appear in the United Nations Millennium

Development Goals; instead, the UN places more emphasis on primary education. The author

does not cntrcize formal educatiogbut helps us realize that the reality is many school leavers in

Ghana end up in occupations that involve some skill or vocational field.

While it was not clearly stated in the literature's abstract if Ghanaian gchool leaver's had an
errr,.dr nt(

option between choosing a professional jobs or vocational jobs, In NigeriE finding a job can be a

A/ 'a'-- (

very difficult task for ever6Masters degree holder. Skill or vocational development for those

usually found below the poverty line, which is more often than not villagers, is therefore very

important.
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Cultu ral Competence Adj ustments

1. Describe adjustments which may be necessary for the following client characteristics
(address at least 3): [30 points]
o Class
o Ethnicitv.ffi>:..@ry
o Race
o Sexual orientation
o Religion
. Geography
o Current Family'@
What, if any, implications are there that need to be made for staffing your progr# IZO

pointsf)\r1^ LO ^eer,.r[- a-\o:t a \\ ssl.,.-\tr1 S\a-ft'
What can you do with staff (e.g., supervision), program or individual reviews (e.g.,

treatment plans) which incorporate and integrate cultural competence into daily activities,

thinking, and plannin g. 120 pointsl

How can you involve stakeholders/clients directly in improving cultural competence? [15
pointsl

How will you continually improve cultural competence in your program? [15 points]
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Cultural Competence Adiustments

Introduction

The Target population of this program in Ode Aye community is a small homogenous group in

terms of their ethnic, racial, and geographic composition. Many rural residents in Nigeria are

from a low socioeconomic class; this in fact justifies the need for this program. Also, women in

the Ode Aye area generally engage in farming and petti trading. In terms of Sexual Orientation,

many Nigerians are straight. Anything outside that orientation is against Christianity or Islam

(the majority religions).

While we have dealt with the similarities of the Ode Aye people, below are some other

characteristics about that may influence the program.

l. Adiustments

I. Gender:

As we mentioned in the Needs Assessment, even though the ideology behind this

program is to empower women, we anticipate the importance of also engaging the men in

this patriarchal community; in order that they may support their wives', daughter's and or

mother's activities. We hope to achieve this goal with the help of the important members

in Ode Aye.

II. Ableness:

There is a small minority of the Ode Aye people with disability and few of the physically

challenged have problems with their hands. This is good for the program because many

of the vocational skills that will be taught would primarily involve the use of the hands.



m.

Furthermore, we would work towards providing a bus service to transport participants

who are physically challenged to the venue of the workshop.

Vocation:

It is also our intention for this program to make use of available resources in the

environment to create useful materials that can be sold both locally and internationally as

a result creating revenue for the villagers. For example, there are many oil palm trees in

our target geographic region, which can be used to creative art forms. The general idea

about palm trees is that no part of the coconut palm tree, for instance ever goes to waste

because it's leaves, fruits etc. can be used to make brooms, foot mats, sponges, to

mention a few.

More important in terms of vocation, we expect that there would be locals already

creating creative forms from palm trees. We also expect that majority of them would be

men (another important reason for us to engage with the men in the society). All things

being equal, these men will serve as the advisers or instructors of some our trainings.

starrine Ho-v $31^Vn

We anticipate that the staffing will be permanent, temporary una6'G rr,. ,tuJ*J St I -l' \--/ , .!^,
be grouped as main program developers, advisory committee, resource committee and hU?Q

members of the community. The main program development team will serve as both

coordinators and researchers of the program. We would engage some of the indigenes as

instructors based on their line of vocation. We may also provide incentives and

compensation for them. Teachers teaching classes in a subject similar to what is being

taught, for example, an agricultural teacher may serve as an instructor or advisor during

2.

u^6
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agricultural training session. Students may also serve as volunteers too. Borrowing from

the Saemaul Undong ideology, we want to engage the community and its resources to

empower the women, which we hope would as a result empower the community too.

3. Staffins and Cultural comnetence

As mentioned above, staffing is completely voluntary and be temporary or permanent.

The program development team however will be made up of interested participants

irrespective of their ethnicity, raceretc. Being a local of the region and also a member of

the team, I have some knowledge on the culture of the people. The advisory committee

would be made up of the important members and elders of the community who, would

serve as advisors to the progftrm development team. We also plan to have a resource

team, made of 'prominent' people from Ode Aye based on their social class, education

and political affiliation that we can meet with to discuss our plans, ask for advise and

request for support when necessary. The fathers, husbands, and sons of the participants

will also have the opportunity to help with the day-to-day running of the group. The

program developmert t.u*@Aapproach instructors for their voluntary assistance.

The particip*tr@6\act as staflas well as school studentytheir teacherland any

other member of the society. We as the team coordinators will serve as facilitators of the

progranlbut we will ensure that the locals are involved in its daily activi$thinkinerand

planning. Using this approach, we expect that cultural competence will be well integrated

into the program.
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The Stakeholders are the community rrr"-b"rfiey include tfr"f,aloirory committee,

4. Stakeholders

.{r\ l-ov
itesource committee, &fen of the community,rDarticiparrts, Volunteers and interested

persons. Since the program is built around the community and involves the community as

we explained in the staffing and cultural competence section and the indigene of Ode Aye

are primarily homogenous in their cultural identity, maintaining cultural competency will

not be of an issue as it is an objective of the program team.

5. Continual Improvement of Cultural Competence

\ Unlike many other programs, we the program development team do not intend to

COO* continually spoon-feed the Ode Aye participants or community. This is because we want
U

/ the community to be responsible for itself and secondly because we intend on developing(b
,{ similar projects in other states in the country. When our program starts to take shape, the

community becomes in charge of its daily activities and our job will be to come back and

make both objective and culturally sensitive evaluations.
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Program Design Assignment
(tyPe Your answers Please)

1. What is the mission of your agency? (concise, understandable, inspiring, grow with
agency) (15 points)
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What is the vision of your agency? (grand, lofty, idealistic, far-reaching, attainable) (15

points)

ProgramDesign (50 points) aa. Philosophical foundations 4
b. Interventions - tQ
c. Outputs
d. Short- and long-term outcomes, and

Project timeline (20 points)

r*
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Program Design Assignment (IIDFS 5353)
(type your answers please)

Tobi Ruwase
July 23,2012

l. \ilhat is the mission of your agency? (concise, understandable, inspiring, grow with

agency) (15 points)

"The mission of Aye Palms is to ensure that Ode Aye women play a role in empowering k"^"o
?

l

o{
themselves and their community through skill acquisitionp;i

of their natural resources."

vnc,\eor - a-

2. What is the vision of your agency? (grand, lofty, idealistic, far-reaching, attainable)

(15 points)

"To build an independent community through self-help and co-operation of its people

\^1".\\
n that uro,tdd someday create it own ,oiqu"-@nal and internation albran!) \t^c le^-C

aa 

-

3. Program Design (50 points)

a. Philosophical foundations - the ideology behind the creation of this program is

\t?[#menbelieveinwhattheycandoforthemse1vesandtheircommunity.

:mH.:"H;ffi,H::*[::"7w_ro

v9u
;"Cr, d. Short- and long-term outcomes -
I,€ , lS Short-term outcome: Developing natural resource materials, Self-help,

,)_z.a ^. fr
" t\g{i',A'r , 

and co-oPeration
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Long-term outcome: Aye Palms Independence, Individual Independence,

Income Increase

4. Project timeline (20 points)

Training Summary -

Our goal for this program is to start the individual and group project with the help of

locals and leave them to be responsible as a group and as individuals. We intend to set up

similar programs in other states as well as share with each new colnmunity the

achievements of other communities through video. We will also be evaluating each of the

Month Project GoaI Related
Objective

Activity Expected
Completion

Date

Person
Responsible

I Skill acquisition
and
implementation

Individual
and group
created art
work

Use resources
from
environment
to instruct
oarticioants

2months Program
Instructor
and
Team

J Skill evaluation Participants
will assess

sales and
future goals
related to
learned skill

Counting
number of
products sold
and Self
Evaluation

Ongoing Program
Marketer
and
Team

e. Outcome measures - Annual Progress Report, Self-Evaluation Surveys, and 
B<

communitv Evaluation Survevs' 
@ #1..-

communities too. l-
u5\f\

Month I (Skill Acquisition), 
[]& *err, /Month 2 (Skill Implementation), and ,rtO\n,^ \g-{; -

;;;;;;ffi;ru,"'4,\r *"I'rrrt;:i'\r, o{,-
Sample Proiect Timeline



Name

Or gantzatio n al Stru ctu re

l. From among the following, which would you include in your organizational

structure and why. Where duties might be merged into one position, explain why.

What would be the duties of specific positions? In some agencies, it may be

appropriate to have no positions in one of the following categories. In other

agencies, it might be imperative to have multiple positions within a specific category.

(50 points)

Governing board

Executive leadership

Executive management

Administrative support staff

Supervisory staff

Program/Clinical staff

Case management staff

Direct care staff

Paraprofessionals

Other program staff

2. Given the staffing pattern you have picked above, what communication style (see

Box 6.3, page 177) would you seek as the style for your agency and structure? (10

points)
3. What type and style of supervision do you want to encourage among supervisors?

(10 points)
4. What type of culture do you hope to create within your agency? (10 points)

5. What types of credentialed staff will be necessary for your program? (10 points)

6. What accreditation standards do you need to pursue? (5 points)

7. Create an organizational chart. (5 points)



1.

Tobi Ruwase

August 1,2012

Or ganizational Structure (Prog ram Proposal)

X'rom among the following, which would you include in your organizational

structure and why. 
P.'

The work of the Ode Aye program will be under the oversight of the GoverningSfu4r, -'7
'dKdV*'

which will be comprised of various stakeholders and leaders in the community. The

Governing Board will provide direct supervision and guidance to the Executive Director.

The Executive Director using his or her knowledge in program development will

supervise the Director of Communications & Community Involvement and the Director

of Research. These three individuals will be exchanging information with regard to the

program among themselves. The Director of Communications and Community

Involvement will be in charge of liaison with the Village elders and important persons in

the community. The Instructors and Volunteers will be working directly under the

Director of Communications & Community Involvement. The Director of Research will

also be supervising professionals including Information Technologist, Retail Distributor,

Radio Personality, and Artist are professionals that will be working with the Director of

Research.

Where duties might be merged into one position, explain why.

In general, no specific positions willbe merged into one, but staff members may perform

duties transcending one position. For example, we may have a program director that is



v)

also a program instructor. Some of the reasons we may have one person occupying one

position but having diverse duties include:

1) The organization is new and starting with a smalbut basic staff

2) In order to encourage a level of involvement in the program

Furthermore, the Executive Director will in addition to supervising the Director of

Communications and Community Involvement and Director of Research, will supervise

r11 4
the professionals along with thfllatter)depending how critical each of the professional's

\-,
role is.

What would be the duties of specific positions?

The Governing Board will provide the oversight over all programs through the Executive

Director. Some of the village elders will serve as members in the Governing Board while

serving as advisors and intermediaries between the program leaders and the participants.

The Executive Director who will be knowledgeable on Program Ddvelopment will ensure

the mission, vision, and values of the program are carried out in practical ways. The

Director of Research will focus on researching the right people to carry out various

They will be working under the Director of Communications and Community

Development.

The Instructors will:

1) Be in charge of the volunteers

G'j*'

aspects of the program and its process. The Program Instructors may be members of the

-.u

bt;,!."uillagecommunityo,r.o@dependingontheirknowledgeandskill.Whenextra
5( 

assistance is needelinterested members of community will be encouraged to volunteer'



2) Teach the skill development program

The Volunteers will:

l) Be working under the Instructors providing additional hands when needed

The Information Technologist will:

1) Provide Information on the practical ways in which Technology can be used to

our advantage as a program

The Retail Distributor, preferably someone with experience will:

1) Provide advice on the local chain distribution of goods in Nigeria

2) Work with the Artist on branding

The Radio personality will:

1) Introduce us to important personalities in the State that can help with our project

2) Advertise our program on radio

Finally, the artist will:

1) Work with the Instructor providing information from an aesthetic perspective

In some agencies, it may be appropriate to have no positions in one of the following

categories. In other agencies, it might be imperative to have multiple positions

within a specific category. (50 points)



2, Given the staffing pattern you have picked above, what communication style (see

Box 6.30 page 177) would you seek as the style for your agency and structure? (10

points)

As seen in the example give No. l, statements regarding the staffing pattern reveal

flexibility in the duties performed in certain position. The communication style that will

be used will be a combination of Directive and Strategic Communication to promote

strategic planning and the Open Exchange and Productive Use of communication to

encourage open dialogue. These communication styles also fit into the program in terms

of:

1) The nature of the program being a non-profit (helping) organization

2) The values of the program revolves around,{elf-help and cq(neration

3. What type and style of supervision do you want to encourage among supervisors?

(10 points)

Generally, the supervision will be flexible, inspiring, and relaxed; yet encouraging results

and most importantly exhibit accountability. We expect that every member particularly

those in top positions will supervise one other. Supervision with regards to this program

signifies giving words of encouragement, assisting colleagues when necessary, giving

advise in form of constructive criticisl*d in general being proactive etc.

4. What type of culture do you hope to create within your agency? (10 points)

Our values and goals, to help develop community and the lives of Ode Aye community

will be reflected in the way our staff are treated. The organization culture will be using a



'team spirit' approach. Also, apart from the financial benefits, we hope that meeting our

goals will be a rewarding experience for every team member.

5. What types of credentialed staff will be necessary for your program? (10 points)

The credentials will vary depending on the staff position. We expect to have variety of

people including those with degrees, certifications, diplomas etc. Having a credential is

not a necessary criteria for all the staff positionlbut we expect that those at the top of

otganizational structure will have credentials related to their positions or experience.

Some other staff may have credentials based on expertise and experience rather than

academic. For example, if we need to ask for advise from other program developers in

areas similar to ours, we will be focusing more on their experience and outcome of

projects than credentials. The passion for the job is the most important criteria. In

general, some of the ur"$*"expect to have credentials or experience in will include

Business Administration, Program Development, Information Technology, Media, Fine

Arts or Design, to mention a few.

6. what accreditation standards do you need to pursue? (5 points)

Since this is a small organization, we hope that with time, we will work towards getting

an accreditation status from the IIN branch that has formal interaction with NGOs known

as Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). This accreditation may be useful if we need

to attend events organized by the United Nations or seek consultative status.

7. Create an organtzational chart. (5 points)
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1. I)escribe the geographic region that you propose to serve. (10 points)

2. What are other agencies and/or service providers either providing
identical or similar services to a different population OR different
services to the same population that you propose to serve? (30 points)

3. Identiff additional resources using either: (20 points)
a. 2ll HoustonlDallas
b. United Way
c. UNESCO
d. Peace Corps

Identiff an advocacy coalition active in your community. (20 points)

How might you concretely partner with an actual agency or a fictional
agency? (20 points)

4.

\



Tobi Ruwase
August 2.2012

Community Resource PIan

1. Describe the geographic region that you propose to serve. (10 points)

I shall be describing the geographic region in terms of both the geography

and its people.

Ode Aye is a small community found in the Okitipupa Local Government

Area in Ondo State, southwest Nigeria.The Okitipupa Local Government

^Area 
|6 has an areaof about 803km.&uare and according to the 2006

Va*SN' 

't"""s 
has a populati on or 233 

's6s '

b9-p,rj In terms of its vegetation, Ode Aye is a coastal region with luxuriant

A[' vegetation. It is a tropical climate with a temperature ranging from 2L-29

J
degree Celsius or 70-84 degree Fahrenheit. Its geographic coordinates are 6

degrees 35' 0 North and 4 degrees 45' 0 East.

fhe Ode Aye people are Africans from the Yoruba ethnic grouP, one of

p '"&

2.

ficzr +.'
the blargest tribes in Nigeria. $jority of the Ode Aye residents practice

christianity as ttreiriersior. ffi, ^+[\tct n.,r

What are other agencies and/or service providers either providing )rtr-t
identical or similar services to a different population OR differer ' - i "{rn{t s+ ^+b
services to the same population that you propose to serve? (30 points) stp'z**'



From my preliminary research on the Internet, I observed that many of the

agencies in Ondo State are Government Agencies. The State government has

appointed various Commissioners in its State Ministry to regulate various

Governmental deparhnents or agencies.

Below are alist of some of the Ondo State Ministries and their areas. The

list is not exhaustive-rbut includes some of agencies that provide similar

service to the Ondo people and may serve as resources to the program:

o Adult, Technical & Vocational Education

o Community Development & Cooperatives

o Culture & Tourism

o Employment, Labor & Productivity

o Women Affairs & Social Development

Ondo State was enlisted into the World Bank Community and Social

Development Project (CSDP) in20A9 with the aim of increasing access to

service for human development. And one of the objectives of the project is

to facilitate and increase community- Local Government Authority

partnership on Human Development related project. Vocational Training

Centers are listed as one of the fundable projects of the CSDP.



3. Identify additional resources using either: (20 points)

r. 2ll Houston/I)allas

b. United Way

c. UNESCO

d. Peace Corps

Peace Corp Nigeria was established in Nigeria in 1998 and it has 36

chapters representing each of the 36 states in Nigeria. Not much information

is given on their website on the Peace Corp Chapter in Ondo State.

However, one of the objectives of the organization is to cooperate with

_ 

$"O.rut , Sfnte,orrnd {ocal 
ff""r*rent 

agencies including il,ocal and

\ International ;lgencies.

Other resources within the community include people as a form of

resource. Accessing resources will involve the assistance of the government

and important leaders in the community. Churches may serve as a social

asset resource because majority of the Ondo people practice Christianity.

Other resources can be made available through contacting or physically

visiting the following departments: Adult, Technical & Vocational

Education in Agriculture, Community Development & Cooperatives,

Culture & Tourism, Employment, Labor & Productivity, Environment,



Natural Resources, and Women Affairs & Social Development State

departments.

4. Identify an advocacy coalition active in your community. (20 points)

The Women Affairs and Social Development is an advocacy coalition

\t"
operating both at Federal and State Government levels.

The Women Affairs and Social Development coalition is a combination of

both the Women's groups and the Community Development & Cooperatives

Ministry departments.

The overall goal of the Women Affairs and Social Development coalition

is to promote the development of women with equal right as melas well as

to encourage economic participation of women amongst other things.The

group also provides financial support to non-governmental organizations

that focus their work on women. Activities designed by the Women Affairs

and Community Development include, cottage industry projects such as bee-

e{..N
keepin1€ottery created with the aim of boosting economic the

empowernent of women. Training and equipment are provided for free as

part of their services.

The Women Affairs and Community Development is in many ways also a

political group, so it is expected that lobbying may exist to some degree.



The rate of success of lobbyirgQg/&be dependent on several factors

given that Nigeria is largely apatiarchal society.

,$e

5. How might you concretely partner with an actual agency or a fictional

agency? (20 points)

It may be a wise decision to partner not just with agenciesrbut also try to

form a good relationship with the citizens of the community through

important avenues such as religious or community meetings.

It was difficult locating any NGOs in Ondo State let alone in Ode Aye

from my preliminary search of agencies in Ondo State on the internet.

However, the three important agencies may be certain Government agencies

or departments, Women Affairs and Community Development, and the

Peace Corp Nigeria.

Below are levels at which our programs can partner with the departments

or agencies:

1. Adult, Technical & Vocational Education - this department will be

important because our program will involve adult participants learning a

vocation or skill.



2.

aJ.

4.

5.

6.

Community Development & Cooperatives - this department will be

important because our overall objective is to encourage community

development.

Culture & Tourism - This will be one of the very important ministries we

will be working with, because we aim at teaching the Ode Aye women skills

to create locally-made artproducts that can be exported. In return boosting

the Ode Aye Culture and Tourism industry through intemational awareness.

Employment, Labor & Productivity (ELP) - The Ministry of Culture and

Tourism can in fufure choose to employ our trained women in conjunction

with ttre ELP department

Natural Resources - We will learn the list of natural resources and how they

can be put into use as well as be careful we are not in any ways depleting the

resources we make use of.

Women Affairs & Social Development - This is another important agency

for us because our participants will be women. And the ministry is known to

support NGOs that concentrate on women.

When possible the program will work toward attaining a meaningful

partnership-oriented relationship.



4--o(abi Kurrde

Justification

The Executive Director will be paid $20,000 annually for engaging and overseeing the 2

Directors
1) The Director of Communications and Community Developmentwill be paid $13,500

annuallyfor building a charismatic relationship with community leaders and

participants..as wellis supervising the instructor and volunteers

ZJ The oirectoi o1Resear.tr wilt be p-aia $9000 annually for finding the right people to

do the consultancy jobs in different areas

3) The Information iechnologists will be paid $5/000 annually for computer skills

including Microsoft office ind social networkfng skills that can be useful to the

program
+1 fne noard of Director[s) will not be paid

B, Fringe Benefit None

A. Personnel:

Position Name Annual/Rate Level'of
Effort

(12 mos.
Unless
noted)

Cost/yr.

Tobi
Ruwase

$20,000/Yr. LOOo/o $20,000l. Executive Director

TBH $15,000/Yr. 9Oo/o $13,5002. Director of
Communications &
f ^mmrr rt itrr flpvel onm ent

Chinedu
Awa

$15,000/Yr. 600/o $9,0003. Director of Research

TBH $10,000/Yr. SOolo $5,0004. Information Technologist
Total $47,500

C. Travel:

Purpose ofTravel

Proiect Location - 3 PeoPle -



Proiect Location - 3 people -
1 trip

8
locations

3x8=24 $+o $960

Total $5,610

Iustification

The travel will cover only transportation of Executive Director, Director of
Communications and Community Development, and Director of Research and the other
Directors. The Board of Director I, and Information Technologist will not be travelling with
the program development group,,but wjll be communicating with the program
development group via Internet6nd f,hone. Ten of the 18 states have a domestic airport
and the cost for a round trip is about$155 each by air. The approximate cost for road
transportation from the nearest local airport to the remaining B locations is about $40
each.

D. Equipment None

E. Supplies:

Item(s) Rate Cost

Video Camera $50 x 18 $900
Camera $50 x 18 $900
Materials needed bv Instructor $20 x 18 $360
Materials needed by Artist $50 x 18 $e00

Total $3,060

Justification

Video cameras and regular cameras will be needed to document the progress of the
program with the two months of the trainings after which they will be handed over to the
new directors once we leave each location. We expect that the new staffwill send regular
video recordings and images of the community's progress. The video cameras and regular
cameras we have chosen to buy are relatively cheap and reliable and they contain basic
features for recording and taking pictures.

The bulk of materials used by each instructor will be available locally, and those used by
the artist too. However, since we want to target both local and international market, it may
be necessary to import certain supplies. It is for this reason we have placed $20 and $50 for
the instructor's and artist's use respectively.



F. Consultation:

Name Service Rate Other Level ofEffort Cost

TBH Board of
Director II
[advisorv)

$10/wk. or
$40lmo.

Meals $40x18
states=
$720

TBH Board of
Director III
fadvisorv)

$10/wk. or
$40lmo.

Meals $40x18
states=
$720

TBH Instructor
(skill
trainine)

$833/mo. lmonth lOOo/o $833x18
states=
$r4.994

TBH Volunteer I
(assistance)

$417 /mo. lmonth 5Oo/o $209x18
states=
$3,762

Volunteer II
(assistance)

$417 /mo. lmonth 5Oo/o $209x18
states=
$3.762

TBH Retail
Distributor
(sales and
brandinp)

$833/mo. lmonth 7Oo/o $583x18
states=
$1o,494

TBH Artist
(design and
brandine)

$833/mo. lmonth 7Oo/o $583x18
states=
$10,494

Total $41,184

_3
Justification

For each of the 18 states, two Board of Directors, the Instructor, two volunteers, retail
distributor, and artist will be sourced from their respectively states fpreferably). This is to
encourage involvement of local citizens in the project.

1) Each of the training fl in the 18 states will last for a month and the instructors [18
of them), will be paid $ilr833. The total cost for all 18 instructors after $14,994

2) Each retail distributor will be paid $583 and a total of $10 ,494 {after Ievel of effort
has been taken into account) will be paid to the 18 retail distributors for practical
expertise in branding, marketing and sales

3) Each artist will be paid $583 for input design and product branding. A total of
$10,494 (after level of effort has been taken into account) will paid to the 18 artists

4) Volunteer I will be paid $209 for one month for assisting staff and a total of $3,762
(after percentage oflevel ofeffortJ for 18 volunteers in each state



5) Volunteer II will be paid $209 for one month for assisting staff and a total of $3,762
(after percentage oflevel ofeffort) for 18 volunteers in each state.

6) Board of Director II and III will not be paid salaries but instead will be given free
meals for 4weeks that the training runs for. A total of $1,440 for the 36 Director II
and III.

Prooosed Proiect Period

a. Start Date: 0111212A12 End Date: atltzl20a7

Budset Summarv

Total Proiect Costs: $287,35+

Category Year 1 YearZ Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total
Project
Costs

Personnel $47,500 $47,500 $47.500 $47,500 $47,500 $237,500
Frinqe 0 0 o 0 0 0

TraveI $1.L22 $1.122 $1,122 $1,122 $1,122 s5.610
Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 0

Supplies $612 $etz $612 Satz $6tz $3,060
Consultation
Staff

$8,236.8 $8,236.8 $8236.8 $8,236.8 $8,236.8 $41,184

Total Proiect
Costs

$57,470.8 s57,470.8 $s7,470.8 $57,470.8 $57,470.8 $287,354



Grant Inquiry - Form

If you are sure that your organization's project complies with our grant making guidelines

and aligns with our strategic goals, please submit a grant inquiry by using the form below.

All fields are required unless laheled (Optional).

PERSONAL CONTACT INFORMATION

First Name: Tobi

Email: oluwatobiloba.ruwase@ttu.edu

Country/Territory : Ni geria

ORGAIIIZATION INFORMATION

Name: Tapping Natural Resources Project (TNRP)

City/Town: Lagos

CountrylTerritory : Nigeria

Last Name: Ruwase

State/?rovince: Lagos

Briefly describe your organization (100 words m*ximum)

Tapping Natural Resources Project is a new charitable organization aimed at providing training
programs for women in Nigeria. There will be an intensive one-month training on creating art

forms. During the second month, participants will engage in, strategically creating a national and

international market for their products, resulting in revenue and economic independence for
participants. The program's long-term goal is to engage each state's Culture and Tourism
Industry and participants into forming a mutually beneficial relationship in which the women are

paid to create crafts for the Industry, and the Industry markets the products, thereby boosting

Tourism in the State.

List those who will be engaged in the project along with their qualilications

QA0 words maximum)
The program will be built around a feminism philosophy. Since many of the communities are

patriarchal, we will engage the men by creating two positions for influential persons in the

community to be Board of Directors. Also, the consultant staff including the instructor (with
craft expertise), the retail distributor (business acumen and branding) and artist (creative insight)
will be identified from the community. The program development team will be comprised of the

Executive Director (program development), Director of Communications and Community



Development (research experience) and Director of Research (people skills) an information
technologist (expertise with Microsoft Office and social networking).

PROJECT INFORMATION

I)escribe the purpose of the project QOA words m*ximum\
In all the communities we will be visiting, our purpose will be to reduce poverty and increase

revenue on both an individual and community basis by training participants in practical aspects

of creative and critical thinking. With the support of the community, it is our dream that we

educate the participants on other ways to use their available resources to their benefit. The

provided funds will help start off the program. It is not our intention to continue to spoon feed

the community, but we hope with time and joint effort the community can sustain the program

itself.

Outline the problems and issues the project will address (100 worcls moximum)
In many rural communities, poverty is a problem. However, we expect that each of the 18

communities will have their unique strengths and weaknesses. We will therefore take advantage

of strengths such as the available resources of the community. We will be using an approach of
'necessity is the mother of invention'to train the participants and let them be responsible for
their growth as individuals and as a community.

Estimated overall budget for the proiect

A. Personnel:

Position Name Annual/Rate Level of
Effort

(12 mos.
Unless
notedl

Cost/yr.

1. Executive Director Tobi
Ruwase

$20,fi)O/yr. LOOa/o s20,ooo

2. Director of Communications
& Communitv Development

TBH S15,000/yr. 90% S13,5oo

3. Director of Research Chinedu
Awa

$ts,ooo/yr. 60% s9,ooo

4. lnformation Technologist TBH S100o0/yr. 5oo/o S5,ooo

Total S47,5oo



Justification:

The Executive Director will be paid $20,000 annually for engaging and overseeing the2
Directors

1) The Director of Communications and Community Development will be paid S13,500

annually for building a charismatic relationship with community teaders and participants

as well as supervising the instructor and volunteers
2l The Director of Research will be paid 59000 annually for finding the right people to do

the consultancy jobs in different areas

3) The lnformation Technologists will be paid 55000 annually for computer skills including

Microsoft office and social networking skills that can be usefulto the program

4) The Board of Director(s)will not be paid

B. f,'ringe Benefit: None

C. Travel:

Justification:

The travel will cover only transportation of Executive Director, Director of Communications and

Community Development, and Director of Research and the other Directors. The Board of
Director I, and Information Technologist will not be travelling with the program development

goup but will be communicating with the program development group via Internet and Phone.

Ten of the 18 states have a domestic airport and the cost for a round trip is about $155 each by

air. The approximate cost for road transportation from the nearest local airport to the remaining 8

locations is about $40 each.

D. Equipment: None

E. Supplies:

Item(s) Rate Cost

Video Camera Sso x rg Sgoo

Camera Sso x rs seoo
Materials needed bv lnstructor Szo x ra Sseo

Purpose ofTravel Location People x trips Cost per traveler Cost

Project Location - 3 PeoPle - 1

trip
10
locations

3x10=30 slss s46s0

Project tocation - 3 people - 1

trip
8locations 3x8=24 $ao $e50

Total st610



Materials needed by Artist Sso x ra $goo
Total $3,060

Justification:

Video cameras and regular cameras witl be needed to document the progress of the program with
the two months of the trainings after which they will be handed over to the new directors once

we leave each location. We expect that the new staff will send regular video recordings and

images of the community's progress. The video cameras and regular cameras we have chosen to

buy are relatively cheap and reliable and they contain basic features for recording and taking
pictures.

The bulk of materials used by each instuctor will be available locally, and those used by the

artist too. However, since we want to target both local and international market, it may be

necessary to import certain supplies. It is for this reason we have placed $20 and $50 for the

instructor os and artist's use respectively.

F. Consultation:

Name Service Rate Other Level of Effort Cost

TBH Board of
Director l!
(advisory)

S10/wk. or
S40/mo.1or 26e.= $80

Meals $80x18
states=

Sr++o

TBH Board of
Director lll
(advisoryl

$10/wk. or
S40/mo. for 2mo.= S80

Meals Sgoxrs
states=
s1440

TBH lnstructor
(skill
traininsl

S833/mo. lmonth LOOo/o Saelxta
states=

S14ee4
TBH Volunteer I

(assistance)
$4tTlmo. lmonth 5Oo/" $209x18

states=

$3,762
Volunteer l!
(assistance)

54t7lmo. lmonth 50% $209x18
states=
ss.762

TBH Retail
Distributor
(sales and
brandine)

$833/mo. lmonth 7V/o $583x18
states=

S10,494

TBH Artist (design

and
brandinsl

$833/mo. lmonth 70% S583x18
states=

S10,494
Total S44,064



Justification:

For each of the 18 states, two Board of Directors, the Instructor, two volunteers, retail distributor,

and artist will be sourced from their respectively states (preferably)- This is to encourage

involvement of local citizens in the project.

3.) The lnstructor will teach the participants technical skills needed to create African art
forms. The training will last one-month. Each instructor will be paid 5833. The total cost

for all 1.8 instructors in the L8 different location is 514,994
2l The Retail Distributor will teach the participants critical thinking and practical skills

involved in the branding, marketing, and sales process. The marketing training will be in

the second month after the skill acquisition training and last for one month. Each retail

distributor will be paid 5583. A total of 510,494 (after level of effort has been taken into

account)will be paid to the 18 retail distributors in the 18 different locations.

3) The artist will work with both the instructor and retail distributor. He or she wil! give

input on design and product branding from an artist's perspective. The artist will be paid

5583. A total of StO,494 (after leve! of effort has been taken into account) will paid to
the 18 artists in the 18 different locations.

4l Volunteer I will serve as an assistant during the training sessions to the consultants and

report to the Director of Research. Volunteer ! will be paid for the 2months training

session a total of 5209. 53,762 (after percentage of level of effort) will be paid to all 18

volunteer I in each state

5) Volunteer ll will serve as an assistant to the Director of Communications and Community

Development. He or she will also be paid 5209 for two months. A total of 53,762 (after

percentage of level of effort) will be paid to the 18 volunteers in each state.

6) Board of Director ll and lll will both be influential persons in the community. Their

influence will be based on their charisma and respect with members of their
community. The Board of Directors will not be paid salaries but instead will be given

free meals for the Sweeks of training. A total of 52,880 for the 36 Board of Directors (ll

and lll).



Proposed Proiect Period

a. Start Date: otll2l2OL2 End Date: otlt2l20t7

Budset Summarv

Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total
Project
Costs

Personnel S47,soo S47,5oo $47,500 S47,5oo $47,soo 5237,500

Fringe 0 0 0 0 0 0

Travel 5t,t2z St,lzz 5L,tzz $L,tzz St,tz2 s5,610

Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 o

Supplies $srz $512 $erz s612 Serz 53,060

Consultation Staff s8,812.8 $8,812.8 s8.812.8 s8,812.8 s8,812.8 iqq,o6q
Total Proiect Costs $58,046.8 s58,046.8 $58,046.8 s58,046.8 S58,0+6.8 5290,234

Total Project Costs: $290234

Period of time for which funds are being requested: Syears

Benefiting location(s): 18 Western and Eastem states in Nigeria: Anambra, Enugu, Akwa Ibom,

Abia, Bayelsa, Benue, Cross River, Delta, Edo, Ekiti,Imo, Kogi, Kwar4 Ogun, Ondo, Osun,

Oyo, and Rivers.

Ford Foundation contact {Apfiana.l}

Comments {{}ption*tr)
We intend on covering one community in each of the l8states in the 5 years funding period.

The first year will be the planning period in which the team will survey the areas, adjust the

program development, and learn from the experience of other NGOs in that area or similar areas.

Within the first year we should be able to start our first few projects in some of the states.

Finally, the program development team appreciates this funding opportunity given by the

FordFoundation to impact our society through skill acquisition and job creation for women.

You may upload a supplementary document as part of your grant inquiry submission. You
may use Microsoft Word, ODF, PDF or other commonly used document formats. Upload
your document. (Recommended maximum lile size 2MB.)





Main Question for Tobi Ruwase

There are different learning theories and design models which you have seen and studied in your

course work. Instructional design uses models and theories to support the development and

implementation of instruction via various support systems (i.e., online,FzF, training, etc.).

Provide a definition and discussion for "What is learning?"

The following is an outline that you should use for the paper:

Designing Effective Instruction: Using the ASSURE Model when Designing

Technolo gy-Based Lesson Plans

Include the following in your paper on "What is Leaming?"

I - The General Idea of "What is leaming?"

2 -Learrung and Technology

3 - Definition of Instructional Technology + The ASSURE Model

4 - Web-Based Applications and Learning

5 - Video-Base Instruction (Provide your example with this section)

Based on a topic selection of your choice, develop a lesson plan

that uses the ASSURE model. Include the six steps in your plan

and provide details for each. Carefully provide objectives that tie

directly to the evaluation of the instruction presented in the plan.
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Introduction

According to Jonassen Howland, Moore, and Marra (2003), Educational technologies have

been taced historically to illusfations in 17th-century books and slate chalkboards in lSth-

century classrooms G. 10). In the 1980s, educators started to inquire about the importance of

computers as productivity tools and how to use them in an educational setting. In other words, a

computer tool that was used in a certain field could be customized for use in the classroom. This

was the case in the initial integration of computer applications needed for word processing,

databases, spreadsheets, graphic programs, and desktop publishing programs. These computer

applications became integrated in to education as text processing tools, analytical and

information tools, graphic tools, respectively, to mention a few. As a result, at any poirrt in time,

it is therefore important for an educator to be well informed about new technologies as well as

think of ways to effectively incorporate them into the class structure. With continuous

technological advancernent, it is important for educators to design a model for technology-based

lesson plans. The ASSURE Model is an example of a technology based lesson plan that we shall

be focusing on in this paper.

Jonassen, Howland, Moore, and Mara, (2003) further stated:

Modern network technologies hold a key advantage that early visionaries did not
enjoy: Students and teachers can more easily escape the confines of the closed
classroom and open things up to include elements of the outside world- other
classes, sfudents, teachers, and experts: other information, projects, and media

@.74).



Section I - The General ldea of *What is Learning?"

Learning means different things to different people. This is also true in the academic setting

where different thoorists {rcross different fields and subject area$ have their own definition of

learning. These include views of learning of philosophers, behavioral psychologists, cognitive

psychologist, social constructionist, activity theorists, and middle school teachers, to mention a

few.

For an educator, learning is important when it is meaningful. Meaningful leaming according

to Jonassen, Howlan4 Moore, and Marra (2003) occurs when students are making meaning.

They further explain that for the technolory-using educator, there are five interdependent,

interrelated, and interactive atftibutes to be used when engaging students in meaningful learning

using technology. These frve attributes include active, constructive, intentional, authentic, and

cooperative learning.

Meaningful learning is active when it involves manipulation and observation (p. 7).Learners

can manipulate objects and observe the results of their manipulation. Meaningful learning is

constuctive when it involves learners articulating what they have accomplished and reflecting

on the lessons they have learnt from the activity (p. 7). Meaningful learning has to be intentional

because it involves attaining some goals (p. 7). Learners therefore engage in reflective and

regulatory behavior towards attaining their goals. Meaningful is authentic and involves having

complex ideas being solved my leamers making use of real-life contexts (p. 8).Finally,

meaningful learning is cooperative when involving collaboration based on certain contexhral

rules and it is conversation among the collaborators (p. 8). The goal of any educator of the 2ls

century should therefore be to use technology to engage students in these five athibutes.
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Seetion 2 - Learning and Technolory

Technology, just like learning has many definitions, and Educational Technology to educators

can be synonymous with computers both in the classroom and in an online environment. The use

of technology in a classroom environment can either be inspired by an educator such as an

instructor intoducing a clicker technolory in the classroom to poll student's response to

questions as a result learning. With clicker technology educators can have an access to how

learning is occurring.

Wagner (2008) explains that collaboration among students and teachers expands educational

possibilities through electronic connectedness. For Smaldino, Lowther, and Russell (2012),

students can now engage in a critical thinking and problem solving through collaborating and

communicating with others and by using curiosity and imagination to explore new ideas $,. 126).

A student who uses technology can also bpnefit from other literacies: informational,

technological, and media. The No Child Left Behind legislation requires every student be

technology literate by the end of eighth grade.

Egbert (2009) sra-te that:

E-learning is not a learning goal per se but rather a structure or context for

technology-supported learning through which content communication, critical

thinking, creativity, problem solving, andproduction can all take place. E-

Iearning in this context can also occur in a face-to-face classroom in an online

video chat (p.209).

3



However, technolory should not be defined too specifically to computers because this

eliminates simple learning tools such as chalkboards, pencils, andpapers (Egbert,2009). We

need to be aware that today's everyday materials in the classroom could be yesterday's

technology. An illustration of this is to imagine giving modern equipment such as a telephone or

stapler to an educator of the Middle Ages; one may also have to provide a manual for the

educator to leam how to use these tools.

It should also be noted that technology on its own" might not be effective in increasing

student's academic achievement. This problem accotding to Burns (2002n00E) is due to

research on effectiveness on technology being contradictory and/or seriously flawed (p.13).

McKenzie (2009) axgues that this problem can only be solved when technologies are in service

of a carefully crafted learning program.
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Section 3 - Delinition of Instructional Technolory + The AssuRE Model

Instructional Technology according to Smaldino, Lowther, and Russell QAn) involves the

integration of teacher, student, and knowledge of tools and technologies of tools as well as

techniques to improve student learning p. (l-2). Smaldino, Lowthet and Russell (2012) fi.rther

explain that some aspects of teaching and learning that have stayed consistent over the yeaf,s

include the progressive stages of Robert Gagne's nine events of instruction (p.38). Gague's 'nine

events of instruction is an instructional design model that uses the behaviorist model and also

draws from the cognitivist model. While behaviorism places emphasis on observable behavior

such as evidence of leaming, cognitivism focuses more on contibuting to learning by creating

models of how learners receive, process, and manipulate information.

The ASSURE Model is an example of an insffuctional design in the Instructional Systems

Design. It is a design that helps teachers create lessons using a six-step process which its six-

letter acronym stand for:

A - Analyze learners

S - State standards and objectives

S - Select stategies, technology, media" & materials

U - Utilize technology, media, & materials

R - Require learner participation

E-Evaluate&revise

The ASSURE Model can also be used with a wide variety of technologies and across various

subject areas. An example of a lesson plan and an instructional video created using the ASSURE

Model is located in the appendix of this paper.



Section 4 - Web-Based Applications and Learning

According to Egbert (2009):

With the advent of social computing, call Web 2.0 students are building social

networks and connecting to other users through blogging, creating wikis,
programming virtual worlds, developing lists of social bookmar*s, and supplying
videq audio, graphics, and text to be shared with millions of unknown users

around the world (p.264).

Web 2.0 applications enable more people to be able to contribute and participate in the media.

Smaldino QAn) explains that cyberlearning is the term used when web 2.0 networked

computing and commrmication technologies are used to support learning (p. 126). Types of

social networking web 2.0 sites include podcasting e.g. www.podcast.net editing e.g.

docs.google.com, blogs e.g. wordpress.org, virtual environment e.g. secondlife.com, and finally

wikis e.g. www.wikipedia.com. Two limitations of social networking sites include issue of

online safety and credibility of the information on the site especially since the web 2.0 tools are

products of open source concept that software is unrestricted and free for anyone's use

(Pfaffinan,2007).

Listio for web 2.0 is a directory with web-based applications, media and services. Prezi,

Voicethread, atdZohonotebook, are also examples of web 2.0 applications. Prezi is a web 2.0

application very similarto powerpoint, and they perform similar presentation functions.

However, unlike power point, which has a linear presentation, Prezi is non-linear and has

zooming features too. A Prezi user can also invite other individuals to view their presentation

online. This feature also reduces the need for paper sharing as is popular in power point

presentations.

Below is a screen shot example of a zoomed in and zoomed out prezi webpage:
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Voicethread takes the form of a photo or video albrrm though on online plafomr, and allows

users to record audio, text comments and add doddle or video. An illusfiation of the usefulness of

voicethread, is that an educator cau upload a soft copy of a newsletter onto their voicethread

webpage and then simultaneously record their voice lesson, astions such as drawing doddles for

emphasis.

Below is a screen shot of Zohonote booh which enables users add content in form of text and

images using different forrrats. The figure below is an orample of anotebook I created using

zohonote book
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Section 5 - Video-Based Instruction (Provide your example with this section)

According to Jonassen, Howland, Moore, and Marra (2003):

hoducing videos requires learners to be active, constructivism intentional, and

cooperative to solve numerous decision-making problems while solving design
problems associated with production (p. 126).

Smaldino, Lowther, and Russell(2012), suggest that there are three major types of video

technologies, which include steamed video, television, and CD/DVD ftr. 148). Steamed video

is delivered via the Internet to computers and can be viewed on computers or through a digital

projector. Television can be interactive as seen in two-way television communication system

involving talk back and one-way which is non interactive. CDIDVD video can also be stored on

CD and DVD disc. An example of the DVD disc is attached to the appendix of this paper. Video

format can also come in form of Digital and Analog Video.

Educators have several varieties of places to locate videos from especially online, which.have

over 80,000 Discovery Education digital videos. Evaluation tools are also available to educators

to assess their lessons. This standard evaluation can be found in schools or online. The rubric

cootains elements such as general description of video title, location, cost length, subject are4

grade level and format. A brief description of the video, objectives, strengths and limitation, and

ratings (hlgh, medium, low) under elements such as age-appropriateness, technical quality, bias

free, ease of use for both student or teacher and pacing appmpriateness to mention a few.

Analysis of this rubric helps the instructor evaluate if the video can be recommended for class

use and how to customize it for the class. Educational video can be documentary dramatization,

video story telling or virtual field trips. And it involves at least one of 4 domains for leaming

cognitive, affective, psychomotor and interpersonal (Smaldino, Lowther, & Russell, 2012).The

9



DYD includd in the ape€ndix is an or*mple of an odtrcatimat video eng,aging the psychomotor

because it is teachss a skill.
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Unit 2

Exercise 2: Original ASSURE Model Lesson Plan (30 points)

Select an instructional topic and audience of your choice. Use the ASSURE model to
plan an original instructional lesson similar to those discussed in this unit. Be sure to
address each step of the model, including each sub-component as shown in the example
provided in the book and in the Unit 2 discussion. Include appropriate instructional
medie in your leardng activities. Complete the lesson by briefly stating how your
lesson addresses each event of Gagne's nine events of instruction, which were included
in the unit discussion. Prepare your lesson using MS Word and attach it to your
assignment message as Exercise 2.

Creative Arts Class - bead making (Workshop 1)

Workshop snmmarry-

Teaching less-privileged children the skill of making beaded jewelry that could promote future

economic independence.

(A) Analyze learners

General characteristics of participauts:

. Children of Mothers registered at a Non Profit Organization

. Male and female students from ages 5 to 12

. Nigerians from Yoruba ethnic group

. From low socio-economic class and live inpoor areas of an urban community

. Show excitement about creating arts and crafts

Specific gnty competencies:

. Can use their hands

Learning styles:

. The students will have to learn by watching and then doing

. The students generally have similar leaming style but thinking and doing $yles will also be



used to acconlmodate other students' preferences

(S) State Objective

. Given the bead making kit, the children are expected to create their own jewelry and complete

both their in-class individual and small group projects from scratch. They should also be able to

explain to the class, the uniqueness of their artwork

(S) Select Methods, Media, and Materials

Select strategies:

' Both the teacher-centered and student-centered shategies will be used in class

. The facilitator will use videos and youtube presentations to help the students think about the

project before showing in-class demonstratioo of these projects

. The students will communicate their leaming in a face-to-face context

Select Technology and media:

. Video camera will be used to record students' in-class activities and the recordings will be

given to them as a CD at the end of the workshop.

. Video recordings of fonner bead making workshops with children having similar

characteristics will be shown in class in order to stimulate students' interest.

. The media format will be video

Select materials

. Laptop, Internet, projectors and CDs

. Bead making kits



(f Utilize Media and Materials

Previewthe materials:

. Facilitator witl check how to set up projector to play video infioductions

. Facilitator will confinn if youtube websites on bead making are still available on the same

webpage

Prepare the materials:

. Facilitator will make sure adequate number of bead making kits is available

Prepare the environment:

. The lessons will take place in one of the offices at the Non profit organization where the video

and projectors will be displayed

. Class will be ananged in a semi-circle to facilitate clear viewing, interaction and relaxed

environment for the children

Prepare the students:

. The children will be told the objectives and shown similar workshop videos at the beginning of

each project

. Demonstations by facilitator will be made after video presentation

Provide the leaming -experience:

. Overview of video and intenret presentations, in*class demonstrations, discussions, cooperative

Ieaming and face-to-face leaming will be used to facilitate leaming experiences

. The objectives will be told to the students at the start of each class

(R) Require Learner participation

. In-class Individual proiect: the students will create their art works in class and will have



opportunity to take them home to finish

. In-class small.group assignment the students will be divided into small $oups and given an in-

class projects to complete after which they explain to their class mates and facilitator the idea

behind their designs

@) Evaluate and Revise

At the end of the weeklong exercise, facilitator will evaluate children based on:

. Completed in-class projects (30%)

. Small group projects (40Yr)

. Ability to communic4te in writing or verbally, the uniqueness of their designs (20%)

. Complete Portfolio of their projects at the end of their workshop (10%)

Evaluation of In$truction

. The facilitator will give children the opportunity to make comments about the class and

suggestions for future workshop (This could be anonymous and could be written or verbal

depending on each child's preference)

How my lesson addresses Gagne's 9 events of Instruction

An introductory video featuring past students with similar general characteristics as present

children, who have participated in the workshop will gain the attention of the students. The

students will be informed about the objectives of the bead making and that most of their tasks

will involve them using their hands. Since thp students will first of all watch videos on the

projected screen before the facilitator demonstrates the creative designs, this will stimulate

learning when the children start their in-class projects. The media equipment and materials will



be available for use. Leandng will take place first by watching and thinking and then doing.

Students will be grven Soup projects to carryout wtrich would also test leaming and serve as a

feedback to the facilitator. Their performances will be tqsted based on c.ompletion of in-class

individual and group projects and ability to give written or verbal statements on their creations.

At the end of the workshop, each child is entitled to complementary copies of video recordings

of their classes; individual projects and beading kits to help enhance retention of infonnation

learnt and possibly long-term use of the information.



Unit 6

Exercise 1: Storyboard for my vi4co program

A. Program Title: Howto make a fancy belt

B. Lerrning objectivos:

. Audience - The learners are preteens from a low socio-economic family

. Behavior - The students will demonstrate how to make a fancy belt with yarn

. Conditions * Given an in-class demonstation by the volunteer teacher and an

insfiuctional video as a supporting Instnrctional material on how to make the wool

belt, the student will demonstrate in the classroom how to the belt.

. Dr4ree - The children's achievement wil be assessed based on how similar in

appearaxpe the student's frnished fancy belt is to the bslt in the CU shots of the

instructional video.



C. Storyboard:

Length of time Video Description Narration description

0:13s

Slide I

Instructor walks into class

No Narration

0:06s

Transition 1

lnstructor looks staight at

the camera

Instructor saying her name

0:13s

Slide2&Transition2

Instructor picks up the yam

and pair of scissors from the

table

Instructor explaining what

she will be making

0227s

Transition 3

Instructor gesturing with

her hands

lnstructor describing how

she will be making the

fancy belt

2,22s

Slide 3/Transition 4

Instructor rolls out the

Instnrctor describing how

she is making the belt



length ofyarn needed and

folds into trro

Lenglh of time Video Description Narration description

0:15s

Transition 5

Instructor cuts the length of

yarn needed

Instructor describing how

she is making the belt

0:45s

Slide 3 &Transition 6

Instuctor starts to twist the

Instructor describing how

she is making the belt

0:05s

Transition 7

lnstructor checks for

tension in the yarn

Instructor describing how

she is making the belt

1:0ls

Transition 8

lnstructor continues

twisting the yam still

checking for tension and

strerching it

Instructor describing how

she is making the belt



Length of time Yideo Description Narration description

0:30s

Transition 9

lnstructor cuts a piece of

yarn and then into two

Instuctor describing how

she is making the belt

0:06s

Slide3&Transitionl0

Instructor ties the tip of one

end of the yarnto help lock

tension

lnstructor describing how

she is making the belt

0:36s

Transition 11

lnstructor ties the tip of the

other end of the yanr

attached to the chair

lnstructor describing how

she is making the belt

0:32s lnstructor cuts the other tip

that is securely attached

Instuctor describing how

she is making the belt

0r55s Instructor twists yarn again

for more tension

Instructor describing how

she is making the belt



Lenglh of Time Video Description Narration description

0:20s Instructor folds the yarn into

two, forming a double twist

Instructor describing how

she is making the belt

0:40s Instructor ilranges and flaps

the double twist

lrtsEuctor describing how

she is making the belt

0:45s lnstructor cWs another piece

of yam and ties the twist

Insfuctor describing how

she is making the belt

2:fi)s Instnrctor ties the second

end of the twist leaving

same length of frills as the

lnstructor describing how

she is making the belt

0:04s Instructor shows off belt No Narration



Lensth of Time Yidoo Deeripti,on Narrrtion dcscriptfua

0:50s Ins;Euctor demonshafes how

to use belt

Insructor describing uses of

the belt

00:14s Ins,tructor gives brief

summary ofthe class

Slids4 &5 &,lastsceoe

lnstnrctor sims off



Exercise,2: Shooting my video proiect

A. Video production activities (2 page summaty)

I had to borrow a video camera from the Digital Media Studio at the Tech library and I

was careful to choose an easy one to use, since I did not have much experience with using

' the video camera.

My first video camera recording was on Tuesday 27ft. Before then, I tried to get myself

acquainted with using the camera incorporating the knowledge from the readings. The

Instructional topic was on making a Fancy Belt from yar-n. I turned on the video camera

and did a continuous recording. After watching the recording, I realized I needed to be

closer to my subject since I was not using an external microphone.

Playing the video from the camera was a major challenge because the Quick time on the

Mac system I was using was playing but although Windows had no problem. The canon

video assignment, watching the video the frst recording and of course memory helped

me start developing my storyboard. I also met with the instructor and she was able to give

her input into missing pieces of the storyboard.

On the second recording, I noticed my confidence with using the video camera and tipod

had developed and the instructor also pointed out that observation. I was initially not

sure whether to just let the video camera roll since I was not using a tape, or stop at the

end of each scene. At the end of the day, I ended up with 8 scenes. When I was done



rccording,I was able to make adjusunents to and complete my storyboard as well as

create a log of the raw footage. Completing the storyboard made it easy to understand the

process for building my ralry footage. My major task during tlre editing process \rill be

timming the video and removing tbe noise fromthe tripods movement

Finally, I used MS, CU, XCU, panning, tilting, zooming in and out in the video recording

production process.



B. Log of raw footage

Fapcy BeltYideo Log

Time code Description Notes

0:00:10 Scene l, Take 1: Host

walking in

Trim 0:00 to 0:07 and 0:10

to 0:13. Remove sound of

uipod movement for all the

scenes. Add Background

muslc

0:00:03 Scene 2, Take 1: Host

intoducing her self

Trim 0:01 and 0:05 and

0:06. Add background

muslc

0:00:10 Scene 3, Take 1: Host

showing the materials

needed for making the

belt

Trim 0:01 and 0:13

0:00:20 Scene 4, Take 1: Host

describing how the belt will

Trim 0:00 to 0:05, A:27 and

0:28



Scene 5, Take 1: Host starts

out making the belt

Trim 0:01 and2;21.

Scene 6, Take l: Host

cutting, twisting and

checking fortension in the

Trim 0:01 and 2:08

Scene 7, Take 1: Host

cutting, tying, folding and

showing off and explaining

the uses of the belt

Scene 8, Take l: Host

recaps the class

demonsfiation

Trim 0:00 to 0:05



Unit 7

Exercise 2

One-page descriptive summary of editing experience

Name of editing softrvare

I used the Adobe Premier Pro C. S. 5 editing software to produce my instructional video.

Description of use

I was quite familiar with the software because I had seen my colleagues use it in a

Television station I had once worked for. Memorl, the readings as well as trial and error

helped me navigate using Prernier Pro with confidence. First I imported my video clips

and dragged them into the timeline using the cutting tool to trim offparts of each video

segment I did not need,

How video editing is different from the acquisition of video footage?

The video footage involved creating a story with the help of a storyboard and a video

camera and tipod. While, the video editing involved importing the raw footage and

recreating it. The major difference is that with editing a video is that producers can

control the message of a story that may be very different from just watching the raw

footage.

How planning has affected the overall completion of program

Developing a storyboard helped me build a mental representation of what the video will

look like even before shooting. Though initially it was real difficult to conceptualize. I

had to start shooting before I was able to have more perspective on the way the video will

end. Completing the Canon video assignment was also helpful. I created a log with notes



and the parts of the raw footage I was going to tim during editing to get my finished

video.

Exporting the video

The most difficult part of the whole pn{ect were the unforeseen problems I had not

envisaged. First my laptop was not compatible with the video calnera I used so I had to

use another qyst€m with a compatible operating system. Then I had iuitiat problems

tryrng to import the raw footage and export the edited s€quence.

I was finally able to eryort the video and burn a copy into a DYD with some assistance



Exercise 3

Create a video lesson plan for use of your video program. Use the ASSURE model format

provided in Insffuaional Technologt and Mediafor Learuing.

ASSURE modelvideo lesson plan

A - Analyzing learners

The children participating in this lesson are 10 to 12year olds. No knowledge competency is

required except that children must be able to use their hands. The students prefer leaming by

watching and then doing.

S - State standards and objectives

Audience - The learners are preteens from a low socio-economic family. Behavior- The

students will demonstrate how to make a fancy belt using yarn Conditions - Given an in-class

demonstation by the volunteer teacher and an instructional video as a supporting Instructional

material on how to make the fancy belt, *re student will demonstrate in the classroom how to the

belt. Degrec - The children's achievement will be assessed based on how similar in appearance

the student's finished fancy belt is to the belt in the CU shots of the instructional video.

S - Select strategies, technolory, media and materials

Teacher centered strategies showing a PowerPoint presentation and then an in-class

demonstation of making the belt. Technology to be used is computer, projector, fliers will be

shared in class.



U - Utilize technologr media and materials

Previewing the Technology, media and materials: I made the l3mins DVD of Chinatu

demonstating how to make the belt so I am aware of the content and length of the video.

Preparing the Technology, media, and materials: The DVD will be test played on the computer

and aprojector. A brief outline of the presentation sequences: Show the movie, Instructor will

then demonsffate in-class, Students will be divided into groups of 3 will then make their own

fancy belt, Instructor will go around seeing if any of the students have questions or need

assistance. A handout on'Howto make a Fancy belt' will also be made available to each

student. Preparing the environment: A vacant conference room \Mill be used. Preparing the

learners: I will give a brief intoduction on the content of the video and show brief clips of

students in an arts class as well as pictures of belts made from yarn on fashion model and every

day people to allow students see the real-world use ofthe lesson as well as motivate them. Since

the aim of the class is to teach less privileged kids skills formaking items they can sell. I will

also show them pictures of stores selling this items and prices so they know the real life benefit

of learning the skill and going beyond u/hat has been taught in class. Providing the learning

experiences: A teacher-centered learning experience using a DVD presentation and later an in-

class demonstalion will be used.

R* Require learner participation

Practice: Students divided into groups of 2 will then make 2 fancy belts as a team

Feedback: Feedback will corne from the instructor and each student will rate their presentation

on a scale of I to l0 and their favorite belt from those made by other classmates. Note-Students

are free to be creative with their belts.
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